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Critical Reflection in the Classroom: Integration
of the Critical Incident Questionnaire and the
Framework for Reflective Thinking
Donald L. Gilstrap and Jason Dupree
Abstract
This research study investigates the influence of independent variables on students’ critical reflection scores in a
library instruction program. A student sample (n= 321), enrolled in English Composition II courses, participated in a
four-session library instruction curriculum. Brookfield’s Critical Incident Questionnaire was used as the main
instrument to collect critical reflection data, and the Sparks-Langer et al.
Framework for Reflective Thinking was used as a scoring instrument. Multiple regression analysis was conducted
on 4 major theoretical constructs (academic achievement, semester, gender, age) and 6 theoretical assumptions (year
in school, previous library instruction, transfer student, librarian, day of week, and time of day).
Significance was found for academic achievement (p< 0.01), gender (p< 0.001), semester (p< 0.001), and year in
school (p< 0.05) as predictors of critical reflection.

Introduction
The study of critical reflection is somewhat in its nascent stages. Much is written on the subject
as an outcome of quantitative and qualitative research designs or pedagogical techniques.
However, little research has addressed critical reflection as the main theoretical construct under
study. Although the terms are often used synonymously, there are subtle and distinct differences
between critical thinking and critical reflection. The use of the term critical thinking as a
theoretical construct in teaching and learning circles appeared during the middle of the twentieth
century, and it is defined as “the basis of careful evaluation of premises and evidence and comes
to conclusions as objectively as possible through the consideration of all pertinent factors and the
use of valid procedures from logic.” 1 In more recent years, critical thinking has come to focus on
“specific processes of problem solving” through “the ability to analyze propositions
and to assess the extent of their validity.” 2 Critical reflection as a theoretical construct expands
on the operational definitions of reflection and critical thinking and can be defined as:
Challenging the validity of presuppositions in prior learning... We very commonly check
our prior learning to confirm that we have correctly proceeded to solve problems [e.g.
critical thinking], but becoming critically aware of our own presuppositions involves
challenging our established and habitual patterns of expectation, the meaning
perspectives with which we have made sense out of our encounters with the world,
others, and ourselves. 3
Whitmire’s 4 and Kwon’s 5 studies have opened new doors for the exploration of critical thinking
in the classroom, but, to date, there is still little quantitative research in the library science
literature on critical thinking. At the same time, critical thinking and critical reflection are
foundations upon which the assessment of learning outcomes in library instruction curricula is
based on professional guidelines for information literacy. 6 Moreover, very few research studies

on critical reflection, and even fewer quantitative studies, exist in the broader social and
behavioral sciences literature.
This research study began as an assessment of a library instruction curriculum that had been
redesigned to integrate the ACRL standards for information literacy. The study incorporated a
mixed-methods approach, using a separate qualitative assessment of the curriculum and a
quantitative analysis of critical reflection in the classroom. Results of the qualitative portion of
this study are also available for review, 7 but this article focuses primarily on the quantitative
study method. The main purposes of this article, therefore, are to confirm and explain variables
that contribute to critical reflection in the classroom while expanding the support of theoretical
constructs that exist in the social and behavioral sciences literature. Equally, the article reports on
the effectiveness of the combined use of the Critical Incident Questionnaire 8 and a modified
version of the Sparks-Langer et al. Framework for Reflective Thinking 9 to assess library
instruction curricula.
Literature Review
Borrowing from the theoretical foundations for the use of Brookfield’s 10 Critical Incident
Questionnaire (CIQ) as an instrument for assessing critical reflection in the library instruction
classroom, our initial literature review was conducted to determine what theoretical constructs
were in existence and in mainstream use by social and behavioral science researchers. Although
many works discuss and describe critical thinking, most of the theoretical constructs pertaining
to critical reflection in student learning rely primarily on the works of Brookfield, 11 Tripp, 12and
Woods. 13
In social development case-study research, Woods 14 found that gender plays a role in the levels
of perceived critical reflection among students. In his findings, often times female students are
willing to express themselves at higher, more critical levels than male students. At the same time,
Woods found that age also influences differences in social development, as the critical
reflections of older adults are expected to express deeper complexity than those of their younger
counterparts. Equally, issues such as gender, age, and socio-economic status became
“transcended to some degree” the longer individuals within a group worked together to reflect
critically on each other’s experiences. 15
Tripp 16 also developed mainstream theoretical constructs relating to critical reflection in his
research on critical incidents in learning. Primarily, the findings of his qualitative research
suggest that the influence of gender in classroom reflection is a complex web of socially
constructed rules. In Tripp’s view, sometimes these cultural mores place female students in
positions where they are restricted, or co-opted, from expressing their full potential to reflect
critically in the classroom. This view is also supported in mainstream gender studies in
psychology. 17 Equally, Tripp has found that the time of year in which critical reflection is
studied influences research outcomes. In effect, Tripp notes that critical reflection takes place at
higher levels during the spring semester rather than fall semester based on students’ further
acclimation to the teaching and learning environment. 18

Brookfield 19 has also written a great deal on the phenomenon of critical reflection during
learning processes. In addition to Woods and Tripp, Brookfield has found that gender plays an
integral role in classroom issues of power. Equally, Brookfield addresses academic achievement
as an influencing factor in levels of students’ critical reflection, although in his experience these
correlations do not necessarily develop in a linear manner. In his perspective, other factors such
as age, race, socioeconomic status, and gender influence the role of academic achievement in
overall critical reflection in different ways.
Although not focusing specifically on the theoretical construct of critical reflection, library
science researchers have investigated the role of critical thinking in students’ library research.
Like Brookfield, Tripp, and Woods, Whitmire 20 found gender, age, year in school, and academic
achievement to be significant predictors in developing critical thinking skills. Whitmire
correlated undergraduate students’ use of the college library with self-reported scores on the
College Student Experiences Questionnaire. In a separate research study, Whitmire found that
different critical thinking scores based on user demographics resulted in a need for restructuring
library services to encourage wider participation among students. 21 And most recently, Kwon 22
utilized the California Critical Thinking Disposition Inventory to investigate the relationship
between critical thinking and library anxiety among undergraduate students.
Therefore, the theoretical constructs that exist in the mainstream social and behavioral sciences
literature pertaining to critical reflection are used as the foundation for our main independent
variables in this study. Based on this literature review, academic achievement, gender, age, and
semester serve as the strongest variables from theory that help to explain critical reflection in the
classroom. Additional independent variables were also identified by the authors through
secondary theoretical constructs that resulted from the research literature, as well as from the
theoretical assumptions of the librarians participating in this study. We believed that these
secondary independent variables might equally influence the critical reflection dependent
variable and include: year in school; whether the student had participated in library instruction
before; whether the student had transferred to the institution from another college or university;
the librarian who taught the instructional sessions; the day of the week in which the students’
participated in instructional sessions; and the time of day in which students participated in
instructional sessions. 23
As is evidenced by the literature in the social and behavioral sciences, critical reflection is a
complex process that includes many factors. Therefore, the influences of different variables on
students’ critical reflection can be problematic when studied. Brookfield developed the Critical
Incident Questionnaire (CIQ) as one method for assessing critical reflection in the classroom,
thereby helping to improve educational approaches to understand the complexity of this
phenomenon in more detail. As an open-ended survey instrument, the CIQ asks students to
identify and reflect on critical incidents in the classroom. As a result, we incorporated this
instrument into our own curriculum assessment process to capture the critical reflections of
students participating in this research study.
Efforts to develop quantitative methods that assess critical reflection have also been investigated
recently. Sparks-Langer, Simmons, Pasch, Colton, and Starko 24 have integrated Gagné 25 and
Van Manen’s 26 theoretical constructs of critical reflection and learning in cognitive psychology
with the experiential learning theory of Kolb 27 and Schön. 28 Sparks-Langer et al. thereby

developed interval measurements to assess critical reflection in learning known as the
Framework for Reflective Thinking. As a method to analyze student journaling activities, this
model holds promise for assessing critical reflection in quantifiable terms and has been validated
in the research literature. As an example, Short and Rinehart 29 have also applied the SparksLanger framework in the classroom setting, supporting previous studies while showing the
impact critical reflection has on student learning and the improvement of problem solving.
Incorporating the Sparks-Langer scale to validate and measure significant findings of critically
reflective thinking, Short and Rinehart charted transformative periods, indicating perspective
changes within students’ reactions to problems. Sparks-Langer, Starko, Pasch, Burke, Moody,
and Gardner have equally expanded on this framework for reflective thinking to develop further
approaches for educational practitioners. 30 As a validated measure of critical reflection, we
additionally incorporated the Framework for Reflective Thinking as a data analysis method to
score responses we received from students on the Critical Incident Questionnaires.

Curriculum Overview

RESEARCH DESIGN

The purpose of this study was to assess critical reflection in the library instruction classroom and
determine what variables might influence this phenomenon. Additional reading is suggested for
further exploration of the results and assessment of the qualitative research method component of
this study. 31 This library instruction curriculum had been designed to address multiple instruction
sessions for a population of English Composition II students (N=752) during the course of two
semesters. Students participated in library instruction during four consecutive classes. Each of
the four sessions included a variety of andragogical techniques, including lecture, group work,
hands-on activities, and a time for reflection. The first session introduced students to the research
process and included a theoretical framework for understanding database architectures. The
second session investigated the differences between scholarly journals and popular magazines
while introducing students to concepts such as journal and database aggregators. The third
session incorporated database search strategies, as well as news and government documents
resources. And the fourth session explored more deeply the evaluation of information tools and
resources available on both the open and hidden web.
Data Collection and Analysis
At the beginning of the first instructional session, students were asked to complete informed
consent forms (Table 1). It should be noted that, due to the nature of the qualitative responses
and the use of student IDs in the mixed-methods study, informed consent was required for the
population of English Composition II students (N=752). Understandably, not all students chose
to participate in the study, and, as a result, the quantitative research from the study of an entire
population effectively changed to a participation sample (n= 321). As a result, the use of
demographic information obtained from non- participants would violate institutional review
board policies and, therefore, cannot be included in this study. However, descriptive statistical
analysis of the main demographics data (Fig. 1) shows that this study’s participants reflect the
overall population enrolled in English Composition II classes on key research variables, in
general, as is evidenced by the university’s Office of Institutional Research statistics. 32

Moreover, an omnibus test was performed to compute sample power estimation very
conservatively. 33 The needed sample size for power as small as 0.10 with a 95 percent chance of
rejecting the null for the regression model at α=0.05 was determined to be n=243. Therefore, the
sample used for this research was viewed as an appropriate sample size for a study of this scope,
and additional quantitative analyses were incorporated to assess the validity and reliability of the
study.
After completing informed consent, students were then asked to fill out a short questionnaire,
identifying the independent variables used in the course of this study (Table 2). At the end of
each of the four instructional sessions, students were also given a copy of the Critical Incident
Questionnaire (CIQ) to complete (Table 3). Information collected from the questionnaire was
input into a database by a research assistant, and each of the CIQ response sheets was matched to
an individual student based on a primary database key. After all data had been collected for the
fall and spring semesters, the authors served as blind reviewers and were given the series of CIQ
responses for all of the study participants. All identifying information was stripped from the data
sets, and only the responses to the CIQ questionnaires and primary database key were contained.
Each blind reviewer was then asked to score the students’ responses based on the Framework for
Reflective Thinking Scale 34 modified for the library instruction curriculum (Table 4). Scores
were then input back into the larger data set, and median scores were computed from the
reviewers’ scores for each student.
Hypothesis Testing and Inferential Statistical Procedures
Reliability measures were then conducted on the use of the instrument and the blind review
process. Mean scores on the Framework for Reflective Thinking for Reviewer 1 and Reviewer 2
(μ1=3.352 and μ2= 3.533) were computed. Cronbach’s Alpha was then calculated for internal
consistency reliability of the instrument based on the blind reviewers’ scores, and the intraclass
correlation coefficient (ICC= 0.791) was measured at a strong level obtained from a two-way
mixed model ANOVA (F= 9.127, df(1), p<0.01) (Fig. 2). As an additional measure, intraclass
reliability between the blind reviewers’ scores was also computed using Pearson’s R correlation,
since the sample size was large (n>15). Results showed high significance (r= 0.660, p<0.01),
suggesting that intraclass reliability between the blind reviewers scoring schemas was also
high. 35 Therefore, we concluded that internal reliability for the use of the Framework for
Reflective Thinking instrument was at a high level.
Based on the theoretical assumptions in the literature, academic achievement, gender, age, and
semester are considered to be possible predictors of reflective thinking, 36 and a linear regression
model was chosen as the method of analysis. Since few research studies have investigated these
variables in a quantitative framework, the authors felt that these theoretical constructs would be
both explanatory and confirmatory for the purposes of this research. As has been stated
previously, the study of the influence of independent variables on critical reflection can exhibit
much complexity. Factor analysis was ruled out, as these authors felt that much of the influence
of multiple independent variables on the critical reflection scores might become overshadowed
by specific factors or become suppressor variables, the explanatory power of the variables would
decrease, and the differences in cell sizes by group might skew data outputs. 37 However,
multiple regression analysis helps to explain several independent variables of nominal, ordinal,

and interval level on the dependent variable while accepting variables that are both strong and
weak in their relation to theory. 38 Therefore, multiple regression analysis was identified as a
quantitative framework that would take these issues into account when determining if the
variables academic achievement, gender, age, and semester were supported as theoretical
constructs that serve as predictors of critical reflection in the classroom while including the
additional independent variables.
Coding of nominal and ordinal level data was conducted. Dichotomous variables were binary
coded. To preserve their relationships with the grand mean, effect coding was used with
categorical and ordinal variables. The two largest categories of the ordinal variable age category
were chosen, and category 1 (age=18) was coded as 1 and category 2 (age=19) was coded as −1,
the category of reference. The two remaining categories with smaller cell sizes were coded as 0.
Therefore, each category was partialled in contrast with the other categories. For the categorical
variable librarian code, the two largest cell sizes were chosen. Librarian category 2 was coded as
−1 for the reference category, and librarian category 3 was coded as 1. The two remaining
categories were coded as 0, and each category was subsequently partialled in contrast with the
other categories. 39
After categorical and ordinal variables were effect coded, a series of preliminary tests were
conducted to determine if the authors of this article should continue with the multiple regression
analysis. Since the theoretical constructs for this study resulted primarily from qualitative
research, preliminary correlation analysis was performed on two continuous variables–reflective
thinking scores and academic achievement–and the strength of association between these two
variables was found to be high (p<0.001). Based on the theoretical assumptions in the literature,
gender, age, and the semester in which students participate in critical reflection assessment
activities are also believed to be possible predictors of reflective thinking. Our preliminary
hypotheses were, therefore, as follows:
H0 = There is no significant difference
between mean scores of reflective thinking
based on gender, semester, and age.
H1 = There is a significant difference between
mean scores of reflective thinking based on
gender, semester, and age.
Independent samples T-tests were then conducted on these hypotheses for each dichotomous and
categorical variable. Observed differences in means based on gender was highly significant
[xMale=3.083, xFemale= 3.721, t(321)=−4.951, p<0.001). Levene’s Test for Equality of Variances
for gender was 0.818, showing that the assumption of homogeneity was strong for this
hypothesis. Observed differences in means based on semester was also highly significant [xFall=
3.909, xSpring = 3.246, t(166.069) = −4.431, p < 0.001) although Levene’s Test for Equality of
Variances was 0.003, showing that variances between the two samples were not equal.
Confidence interval information for both variables, however, showed that the null hypotheses did
not fall within the interval, and the null hypotheses could be rejected. Therefore, considering the
significance levels (pk<0.001) and confidence levels for these variables, gender and semester, as
well as academic achievement, proved to be significant predictors on critical reflection scores.

However, age was not found to be significant in the preliminary T-test for this study, using both
categorically and effect coded data in separate tests. We then proceeded to expand our
framework for theoretical exploration to the multiple regression model, incorporating the
additional independent variables with the main theoretical variables (k=10).
Research Findings
Multiple regression was conducted on the dependent variable, reflective thinking scores, and the
following independent variables were entered simultaneously in one step into the model:
academic achievement, gender, semester, age, year in school, previous library instruction,
transfer student, librarian, day of week, and time of day. An ANOVA test of the strength of
significance of the regression model was found to be highly significant [F(10)=8.104, p<0.001],
protecting against the likelihood of Type I errors, with a moderate effect size above the 60
percentile standing (R2 =0.202) in relation to the expected effect size [k(10-1)/n(348-1)=0.026]
(Fig. 3). 40 A histogram of frequencies on mean critical reflection scores showed that the
assumption of normality was met for the sample (Fig. 4). Normal P-P and scatter plots of
standardized residuals showed that observed and predicted residuals followed the regression line
tightly and were normally and randomly distributed, therefore meeting the assumptions of
homoscedasticity and linearity (Figs. 5 and 6). 41
The regression model revealed that the following independent variables drawn from theory 42
were found to be highly significant: academic achievement (p<0.01), gender (p<0.001), and
semester (p<0.001) (See Fig. 7). Age, another variable drawn from theory, was not found to be a
significant predictor of critical reflection as was expected from the literature. The following
independent variable included in the model based off of theoretical assumptions (k=7) was also
found to be significant: year in school (p<0.02). The remaining independent variables based on
theoretical assumptions were not found to be significant and include: previous library instruction,
transfer student, librarian, day of week, and time of day.
As many statisticians in the social and behavioral sciences have noted, multiple regression is a
robust test for exploring the influence of independent variables on the dependent variable while
also analyzing the degree of interaction between each of the independent variables. However, the
more variables that are included in the model, the increased likelihood of interaction effects, 43
particularly when multiple categorical variables are involved, 44 as is the case with this and many
other multiple regression studies. Collinearity diagnostics were performed, therefore, given that
10 independent variables were included in the regression model (Fig. 8). Variance Inflation
Factor scores (VIFk≤1.439) and Tolerance levels (Tolerancek≥0.695) showed that the
independent variables fell within very acceptable, non-collinear ranges. 45 However, further
diagnostics suggested a possibility of multicollinearity, being that the condition index at the
eleventh dimension of the model constant was 21.223. In the case of these ten independent
variables, interaction effects might be taking place at some dimensions of the regression model.
However, when multicollinearity is found even in a high condition index (>30), this should not
indicate an omnibus test for rejection of the multiple regression model; rather possible
interaction effects should be discussed using a descriptive framework. 46

Although the condition index score in the collinearity diagnostics was not high, additional
analyses were performed. As state previously, the ANOVA test of the strength of the model was
highly significant (p<0.001). Additionally, bivariate correlations between the variables (r=>.80)
would signal significant interactions, 47 and no correlations were found (rk<=0.211). The sum of
individual effects for each of the independent variables (ΣR2i=0.186) did not surpass the effect
size of the main regression model (R2 =0.202). 48 There was a lack of unstable partial
coefficients, a lack of large confidence intervals, and a lack of large standard errors further
suggesting that multicollinearity had been over-stated in the condition index. 49 Since high
multicollinearity diagnostics also present the possibility of skewed variance in coefficient
scores, 50 ridge regression [k= 0.1, F(10)= 7.948, p<0.0001] has been computed for comparison
purposes (Fig. 9). Observation of these comparison scores show there are not significant
differences between multiple regression analysis and ridge regression analysis coefficients. The
authors of this article, therefore, chose to continue to include all of the independent variables
originally hypothesized since: power and accuracy of the multiple regression model would suffer
in stepwise regression strategies; 51 the use of the multiple regression model in this study was to
explain and confirm the power of the theoretical constructs surrounding critical reflection in the
classroom; 52 dropping variables from the model due to the possibility of multicollinearity can
cause much greater problems of specification bias in the model; 53 and, finally, all analyses
previously stated, other than the model’s condition index, suggest a low chance of
multicollinearity in the model. But perhaps the condition index equally reinforces the complex
and interconnected nature of variables that contribute to critical reflection in the teaching and
learning environment.
Limitations of the Study
Although this study incorporated a fairly large sample size, limitations do exist within this
research. Only one institution is studied, and the demographics and focus of the institution can
have some bearing on the results. At the same time, socioeconomic status was also identified in
the main literature review as an influence on critical reflection in the classroom. Due to the
nature of this research, and the incorporation of the qualitative research method, this variable
proved problematic from an institutional review board perspective and was excluded from this
research study. It must also be noted that, since the linear regression model was used for the
basis of quantitative analysis, findings should not be inferred to equate causation. Equally,
although collinearity analyses are addressed, interaction effects should not be discounted in
studies of very complex phenomena such as critical reflection and are addressed in descriptive
terms in this research. Moreover, we return to the theoretical constructs surrounding critical
reflection in the classroom, and we argue that, by its very nature, this dependent variable
encompasses far more independent variables than are included in this study. Future studies
investigating more or different variables might help to explain increased effect sizes and
differences in coefficient analyses. Additionally, studies using both linear and nonlinear
regression 54 on variables not included in this research would contribute greatly to the further
explanation of critical reflection in learning environments.
Discussion of Findings

The results of this study reveal many things about critical reflection in the classroom. Of greatest
significance, the mainstream theoretical constructs, namely academic achievement (p<0.01),
gender (p<0.001), and semester (p<0.001), were supported as predictors of critical reflection
during this study. Regarding academic achievement, a review of descriptive statistics (Fig. 1)
suggests that students with lower academic achievement scores tended to score lower on the
critical reflection score instrument, whereas students with higher academic achievement scores
tended to score higher on the critical reflection instrument. The high significance of the findings
for this variable confirms academic achievement as a predictor of critical reflection.
Furthermore, Brookfield, 55 has argued that the phenomenon of critical reflection sometimes
contradicts this linear relationship between academic achievement levels and reflection.
Although mean scores on critical reflection were greatest for the highest quartile on academic
achievement (GPA=3.0–3.4, x =3.557), descriptive statistics from our study do tend to support
Brookfield’s observation of this phenomenon. Mean scores on critical reflection at the lowest
quartile for academic achievement (GPA<=1.9, x =3.100) were actually higher than mean scores
for the second quartile (GPA=2.0-2.4, x=3.016), although mean scores rose for each succeeding
quartile. Additionally, analysis of zero-order and partial correlations (Fig. 10) shows that
academic achievement accounts for 3% of the variance in overall critical reflection, and, as a
predictor, academic achievement accounts for 2.16% of the variance in critical reflection above
the variance accounted for by the nine other predictor variables while taking into account this
variable’s significance at both lower and higher academic achievement levels. Further research
on different populations is suggested to help explain the importance of academic achievement as
a theoretical construct in more detail.
The findings for this study also confirm with extremely high significance (p<0.001) that gender
is a predictor of critical reflection in the classroom. In general, female students (x=3.721) tended
to score higher than their male peers (x= 3.083) on the critical reflection instrument (Fig. 1).
These findings support Tripp and Woods’ 56 arguments that female students are more comfortable
with reflecting and expressing their perceptions of the learning environment in a critical manner.
These findings might also suggest that the support mechanisms found in the university
atmosphere contribute to breaking down gender biases, as suggested previously in the literature,
while further encouraging confidence and selfefficacy in critical reflection among female
students. Equally, this study adds support to Whitmire’s 57 finding of gender as a predictor in
studies of critical thinking in library instruction. Additionally, analysis of zero-order and partial
correlations (Fig. 10) shows that gender accounts for 7.3% of the variance in overall critical
reflection, and, as a predictor, it accounts for 7.1% of the variance in critical reflection above the
variance accounted for by the nine other predictor variables. In the case of this research study,
the authors observed that male students had a more difficult time “challenging the validity of
presuppositions in prior learning,” 58 in relation to the critical nature of the Framework for
Reflective Thinking. The authors of this article, therefore, encourage other researchers in the
social and behavioral sciences to investigate this phenomenon in further detail, as well as to
explore the influence of additional independent variables on gender in the assessment of critical
reflection in the classroom.
The semester in which students participated in library instruction also confirmed this variable
with extremely high significance (p<0.001) as a predictor of critical reflection in the classroom.
Additionally, students who participated during the fall semester scored higher (x= 3.909), in

general, than students who participated during the spring semester (x= 3.246) (Fig. 1). On first
observation, a converse relationship appears to emerge in this study in relation to the predicted
theoretical construct, because the literature suggests that students are more acclimated to the
academic community during the spring semester and are, therefore, more comfortable and
confident in expressing themselves in a critically reflective manner. However, further review of
descriptive statistics shows that sophomore students (x= 3.589) had higher mean scores than
freshman students (x= 3.408). This observation suggests that academic acclimation had already
taken place, since sophomore students had waited until their second academic year during the
fall semester to take the English Composition II course. Moreover, analysis of zero-order and
partial correlations (Fig. 10) shows that semester accounts for 7.1% of the variance in overall
critical reflection while, as a predictor, it accounts for 6.7% of the variance in critical reflection
above the variance accounted for by the nine other predictor variables.
Year in school, one of the variables drawn from theoretical assumptions, was also found to be
significant (p<0.02). As a predictor, it accounts for 1.5% of the variance in critical reflection
above the variance accounted for by the nine other predictor variables. Further analysis of
descriptive statistics shows that sophomore students (x= 3.589) had higher mean scores than
freshman students (x=3.408), and senior students (x=3.350) had higher mean scores than junior
students (x=3.214). Why these differences exist between categories within lower level and upper
level students is beyond the scope of this research study. However, consideration of the
theoretical assumptions surrounding acclimation to the academic environment might suggest that
students were further acclimated during their sophomore year but still had not begun to take a
majority of classes for their majors. As seniors, students were most likely the most acclimated to
the academic environment which might suggest why their scores are higher than for those of
juniors. However, as seniors, students take a large portion of their major coursework, and general
education courses taken during upper level status might become secondary in importance for
these students in comparison to freshmen and sophomores. Further research is suggested to
investigate this phenomenon in more detail.
The significance of semester and year in school as predictors of critical reflection, in
combination with these descriptive statistics, supports the theoretical construct that acclimation
into the academic learning environment increases the power of critical reflection in the
classroom. These findings suggest that librarians should review the primary student focus of their
library instruction curricula. A somewhat discomforting challenge for all of us might be to assess
with scrutiny whether library instruction courses are more beneficial in eliciting critical
reflection in the classroom further along in a student’s academic career as opposed to the cursory
instructional sessions we might provide incoming students in freshman orientation/experience
classes. Along these same lines, would library instruction have an even greater impact on
students’ critical reflection after they had begun coursework specifically in their majors? Further
research and a continuing dialogue in the professional literature would be needed to investigate
this phenomenon in more detail.
Age was not found to be a significant predictor of critical reflection in the library instruction
classroom in the multiple regression analysis. Furthermore, descriptive statistics revealed that the
highest age quartile mean score (age≥30, x= 3.300) was actually the lowest mean score of the
quartiles, suggesting a negative relationship between age and critical reflection in the library

instruction classroom. Although other factors could influence this, such as the difficulties of
returning to school, the theoretical construct from the literature suggesting that critical reflection
improves with age was not supported in this study. However, experience is discussed with great
detail among many authors of critical reflection research. In contrast to age as an indicator of
experience, and the subsequently inferred prediction of age on critical reflection, perhaps life
experiences, regardless of age, might serve as a stronger theoretical construct in future studies.
Further research is encouraged to investigate the nature of the relationship between age and life
experiences and how the interaction between these variables influences students’ critical
reflection in the classroom.
The remaining independent variables were not found to be significant predictors in the multiple
regression model. However, it is important to note a few observations by these researchers.
Although time of day was not found to be a significant predictor, in relation to the other variables
chosen in the study, additional observations of descriptive statistics show that it is still an
important variable. Mean scores for students who participated in library instruction during
morning sessions (x= 3.514) were higher than for students who participated during afternoon
sessions (x=3.162). Additionally, this was one of the main variables contributing to the inflation
of the condition index in collinearity diagnostics (Fig. 8). Although it can be inferred through
educational practice that this is an assumed phenomenon with which we are all familiar, further
research is encouraged to investigate how the time of day in which students participate in library
instruction affects their critical reflection in the classroom.
Previous library instruction also was not found to be a significant predictor for critical reflection.
The authors of this article found this lack of significance to be contradictory to what might be
inferred by most of us teaching library instruction. A basic theory of practice assumption might
be to argue that successive library instruction courses throughout a student’s academic career
would help improve his/her ability and desire to reflect critically on the knowledge gained each
time in the classroom. However, mean scores for students who had no previous library
instruction (x=3.505) were actually higher and standard error of the mean scores (SEx=0.0833)
lower than for those students who had received library instruction previously (x=3.357,
SEx=0.1094). When taken in relation to the significant predictor year in school, both freshman
and sophomores had higher mean scores if they had not taken library instruction previously,
whereas juniors and seniors had higher mean scores if they had previously received library
instruction. As was stated earlier, in addition to students being more acclimated to the academic
environment when studies of critical reflection are performed, this observation helps to reinforce
that librarians might question whether more effort should be placed on developing curricula that
emphasize library instruction later on in a student’s academic career, particularly focusing on the
period when a student is taking a large portion of the classes for his/her major [e.g. junior and
senior years]. Equally challenging might be to determine if repeated library instruction in the
classroom, commencing during a student’s first semester, may actually contribute to a negative
relationship to broader success in library research self-efficacy throughout his/her academic
career. These authors suggest that longitudinal studies should be conducted on different student
populations to determine whether there is support for this hypothesis while equally investigating
this phenomenon in relation to mainstream theory in the transfer of learning. 59

From the perspective of library instruction curriculum assessment, this research study was
viewed as a success by these authors. The use of the Critical Incident Questionnaire in
combination with the Framework for Reflective Thinking made possible the facilitation of a
qualitative data collection instrument being transformed into quantitative data. Perhaps the use of
these two instruments also highlights the complex nature of critical reflection and the need to
study this phenomenon from both a qualitative and a quantitative framework. Furthermore, the
use of these two instruments in cohort provides educators of information literacy with one
method for the effective assessment of professionally proscribed standards for library
instruction. 60 When following the blind review process of scoring the Critical Incident
Questionnaire instruments with the Framework for Reflective Thinking instrument, rater
schemas were found to be highly correlated with strong internal reliability (ICC=0.791, F=9.127,
df(1), p<0.01).
Anticipation by many educators might suggest that a positively skewed sample on critical
reflection would equate to a more successful curriculum outcome. The fact that the grand mean
score for students in this study was 3.44 implies that the majority of students did not exhibit
critical reflection scores above “explanation with tradition or personal preference given as the
rational” (Table 4). However, mean scores for students on critical reflection followed the normal
curve, increasing the validity of the study while showing that this assessment technique could
serve as a standard for helping to explain the phenomenon of critical reflection in the classroom.
Conclusion
Overall, the authors have found the integration of the Critical Incident Questionnaire to be
successful in identifying critical reflection and areas for improvement in the library instruction
curriculum. As an extension of this study, this instruction program has implemented an online
feedback form to be completed by students after each class is taught. This feedback mechanism
mirrors the CIQ questions to gage continuously the critical reflections of students. Furthermore,
as instruction librarians continue to modify and adapt the curriculum, this assessment tool will
help librarians evaluate and respond more quickly to both the positive and negative aspects of the
teaching and learning experience.
This study has also demonstrated the importance of confirming and explaining the strongest
variables drawn from the theoretical literature and assumptions on the critical reflection process
through the use of the Framework for Reflective Thinking. Academic achievement (p<0.01),
gender (p<0.001), semester (p<0.001), and year in school (p<0.02) were significant variables in
this study. The authors contend these significant variables, the non-significant variables, and
additional untested variables should be explored at other institutions to explain the phenomenon
of critical reflection in different teaching settings. Equally, librarians should continue further
dialogue and assessment of when library instruction is offered to students–and the influence of
time and academic matriculation as variables—to elicit deeper understanding of critical
reflection. Moreover, it must be reinforced by these authors that many unexplored variables most
likely contribute to the complex nature of the critical reflection phenomenon in the classroom.
Further research is encouraged to help establish more defined theoretical constructs that impact
students’ critical reflection and subsequent self-efficacy in information literacy during their
academic careers.
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